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Dear Professor Samuel and Independent Review Panel,
I would like to make a submission into the 2019-2020 Independent Review of
the EPBC Act. This submission will cover
1.

Changing landscape

"Burn"

Page 1 Teatree, page 2 the Stick Shed, big trees, grass, page 3

2.

Decreasing flora and fauna Page 3 extinctions, page 4 seed savers, advantages,
inadequacy of legislation, page 6 inadequacy of govt programs punishment & controlled burns

3.

some safeguards
Page 8 coordinated values, learning from the past, page 9 govt
support, native pets, green suburbs, page 10 leaving fires burn, Aust Defense Force

I grew up in an inner city suburb. Movietone newsreels at Saturday matinees
had given me the impression that emus were rivalled in size by kookaburras.
It was quite a shock to learn the truth!
Certainly walking through forests is impressive and soothing but I lived at Mt.
Zero Log Cabins, Laharum (northern Grampians) for 29 years and loved the
rocks and the views of and from them. Previously I lived in Melbourne
suburbs and occaisionally picniced at Kinglake. It was depressing to walk
past gigantic stumps (over 1 metre diameter) but not see a living tree even
half the size. Actually it's similar in the Grampians except the remaining bush
is denser.
Now I'm retired I have a caravan. I'm hoping to stay in some national and
state parks and visit others.
Many people camp or simply visit national and state parks because they gain
a mental and/or emotional improvement with such visits. Although this is
immeasurable it is a benefit to the citizens of Victoria and when I am unable
to visit I am pleased to know that others can and that we have preserved our
uniqueness although rangers saying that they cannot get rid of scotch thistles
without funding for spraying disappoint. Do they need funding grants to buy a
pair of leather gloves and bend down to pull the weeds out before the robbers
(white seeds) disperse to give us similar ghastly landscapes to the English
fields of gorse?
1. Changing landscape
Port Phillip Bay used to be lined from Melbourne to Portsea with teatree
forests. When camping at a caravan park near Mornington Peninsula to get
to the beach the path lead us through a teatree forest where the boughs met
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overhead; nice to be out of the sun and a delightful experence.
During WW2 three wheat storage sheds were built in Murtoa. The largest
and another have been removed. The third has finally been permanently
saved and has been restored as "The Stick Shed". Termites had gotten into
some of the 'sticks' / poles made of mountain ash trunks. These hollowed
poles are replaced with metal poles because "there aren't any tree trunks big
enough"!
I could only take you to two massively girthed redgums in the Grampians; one
in Winfields Road at the bottom of a small reserve block next to the creek and
the other beside the Roses Gap Recreation Centre's drive. It has been
suggested that these were only saved from the loggers because branches
start low.
The Western Highway is being upgraded to a 110 k.m. Per hour freeway.
This is applauded by truck drivers and many travellers. VicRoads assured
the public, when starting the Ballarat to Beaufort section, that only 200 mature
redgums had to be removed. W.H.A.M. a tree and ecology preserving group
were able to get the minister to request a tree removal analysis from
VicRoads. 800 had been cut down even though farmers along the route
could point out the trees harbouring the nests of powerful owls, an
endangered species. VicRoads' argument that they are compensating for this
excessive demolition by planting thousands of trees along the freeway has
three mistakes; [i] It will take 600 years to replace an 800 year old tree; [ii]
A professor at Melbourne University says that there are two types of
redgums, one without a lignotuber for south of the Great Divide and one with
a lignotuber to help the tree get through the droughts north of the Great
Divide. Does VicRoads know which they are planting? [iii] Does anyone
check to see what percentage of plant replacements survive 5 years later?
Does VicRoads then have to replace the loses?
Victoria has less than 1% native grasses.
I lived for 29 years on 17 acres/7 hectares of flat sandy soil 1 kilometre north
of Mt. Stapylton on Flat Rock Rd. I was told I had a good variety of native
grasses; tall spear grass, wallaby grass, short spear grass and 2 others.
Neighbors didn't like me letting expanses of tall spear grass grow (to 2
metres) but I tried to let clumps near other plants seed. I tried not to mow the
other grasses until they had seeded. Unfortunately when I left December
2017 I was being invaded by African veldt grass which chokes other plants.
Not only did farmers in the area like this invader because sheep ate it but it
had actively been promoted under another name to farmers by the Victorian
Institute of Dryland Agriculture or its predecessor.
The McDonalds at Grelco Run were proud of their expanse of wallaby grass.
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We want to avoid farming mistakes of western N.S.W. Where paddocks are
dominated by woody weeds forcing farmers to walk away. Many, maybe all,
native grasses are edible to livestock, and their seasonal growth fits in with
dual planting with clover and where indigenous help prevent erosion.
Paul Collins in his book "Burn" states that Victoria's south west coast used to
be cool forest as in northern Tasmania but white man's mistakes with fire
have changed the scenery / biodiversity. The difference is to be seen in early
settlers' descriptions and paintings. There are reports that sheltered valleys
in Gippsland that protected plants such as ferns are no longer being spared
from bushfires because the fires are so extreme.
2. Flora and Fauna
Scientists and recent media have stated [1] Australia has one of the world's
worst rates of extinction; [2] we have a large number of flora and fauna on
the endangered list. "On 23rd. April 2020 the Wildlife and Threatened Species
Bushfire Recovery Expert Panel released a list of 471 plant species identified
as the highest priorities for urgent management intervention to support
recovery from the 2019-20 bushfires. These plants span a variety of
vegetation types ......... Some species were considered threatened before the
fires and the fires have now likely increased their risk of extinction. Many
other fire-affected plant species were considered secure before the fires but
have now been burnt across much of their range and may lack an ability to
recover without support. Some species, like the Callistemon forresterae
Callistemon kenmorrisonii and Pomaderris gilmourii are at imminent risk of
extinction because all of their known or modelled range has been burnt and
they are exposed to other stressors such as drought, high fire frequency or
severity or desease." (Conservation Report by Neil Marriott in 'Growing
Australian' June 2020 from the Australian Plant Society; [3] many (maybe
20) of fauna are predicted to be extinct this decade. Many of these aren't just
a slightly different species not found in the rest of the world but are
completely different classes.
"Australia leads the world on mammal extinction. We have experienced three
animal extinctions since 2009, including the first made extinct by climate
change – the Bramble Cay Melomys. (Source: Australia’s Faunal Extinction
Crisis Inquiry Interim Report)
• Since the EPBC Act came into operation, 7.7 million hectares of
threatened species’ habitat has been destroyed. (Source: ACF Fasttracking Extinction Report)
• Australia is the only developed nation identified as a global
deforestation hotspot. (Source: WWF 2018 Living Planet Report)
• The 2016 State of Environment report highlighted that the outlook for
Australia’s biodiversity is “poor and worsening.” (Source: Australia’s
State of the Environment Report 2016) "
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"The extent of the decline of Victoria’s biodiversity & the likely impact on people and
ecosystems."

Mankind is only just realising the interconnectedness of an ecosystem or
results of interference with ecosystems; wolves are being returned to some
areas of the U.S.A. The first week of May media showed the U.S. Working to
eradicate a recently introduced Asian giant “murderer” wasp (5 cms.) as the
wasps' favorite food is bees. In north western Australia there are plants that
are becoming rare because introduced bees can't fit down the flower's narrow
petal tube so they bite a hole at its base to get the pollen resulting in no
pollination of plants. My neighbour in Laharum (between Horsham and the
Grampians) remembered being a boy on his grandfather's farm and seeing
the dogs kill a native cat. It was the last time he saw a native cat. We know
native cats coexisted with numbats now no longer found in Victoria. Possibly
as a result of the extinction of these two animals is that in Horsham one can
only build houses on concrete slabs because of termites, the food of
numbats.
It turns out that some insects and several of our tiny, cute, endangered native
animals actually preserve a percentage of native plant seeds from fire when
they take them down into burrows and ant nests for food. This is where some
regeneration occurs after bushfires.
One of assessable good effects of biodiversity is the recent commercial
development of native foods both nutritionally and as alternative crops for
farmers. Medicinal benefits are being discovered.
During the 13 year millenium drought there were farmers who had some
reasonable crops occaisionally yet roads and highways had stands of dying
gums. Even now one can drive past rows of farm tree plantings and see
dying gums and pines.
"(b) the adequacy of the legislative framework protecting Victoria’s environment and
ecosystems, particularly in the context of climate change impacts"

We protest the greedy lack of foresight with the deforestation to set up
monocultures in Indonesia (affecting orangutangs) and Brazil (affecting
indigenous Brazilians) because such deforestation will also affect us via
global warming. Why do we continue to do the same; log our native forests
(especially after bushfires have shrunk areas or food and shelter for surviving
animals) instead of copying Canadians with their planned replanted logging
conserving native forests? I've read this was their practice in the last century.
Our incredible natural biodiversity can be seen while we do a bushwalk.
There are plants at every level from the ground to tree crowns; even patches
of bare ground will sprout orchids and fairy flowers to rival English
introductions seasonally. I've been told that many European forests, after
thousands of years of civilisation, are only one or two types of plants. The
Mediterranean coast, at the time of Christ supported thriving ports and cities
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that no longer exist because of over harvesting, particularly timber, that
caused desertification and the Romans use and export of local animals.
Various government departments display the Roman's single mindedness
without thinking of the consolidating effects on climate change; [1] the
above mentioned VicRoads; [2] the Nillumbik council wanted to sell 20
blocks of land without compensating the shire with other parks or tree
planting. Instead of official parks that cover an acre or two with mature
exemplary trees and groups of bushes newer residential estates allow an
undeveloped block as a park area often to facilitate pedestrian shortcuts. It is
rare that these small blocks can do more for fauna than help bird populations
but even helping a few birds and pedestrians these blocks are still worth
keeping; [3] Wombat State Forest logging coups where the loggers
stopped logging because they had found endangered animals; [4] this
year, 2020, logging coups in Gippsland are handed to loggers when they
contain endangered animals (the greater glyder and possibly pygmy possums
or leadbeaters) even though the animals' natural environments have shrunk
because of particularly extensive bushfires "yet the provisional report on
endangered plants impacted by the bushfires (the Wildlife and Threatened
Species Bushfire Recovery Expert Panel) clearly states that logging and
silviculture are clear threats to these plants and therefore must be avoided."
Neil Marriott; [5] planning departments allowing developments without
planning areas for native fauna the most obvious example being the many
reports last year of kangaroos grazing beside freeways and roads and by the
ring road at Greensborough and even entering housing estates (2019
continuing the dry).
Being protested publicly is the Major Roads Projects Victoria which "has said
it will fell a 400-500 year old tree in the interim works area. Representaties of
the local Djap Wurrung community have been denied access to the tree by
MRPV. So Djap Wurrung people have applied under the Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Heritage Parotection Act to protect the large old tree,
culturally significant to themand easily avoidable.........
The same tree is protected by an environmental condition imposed onthe
project under the federal EPBC Act. The intention to fell the tree has been
reported to the Department of Agriculture,Water and Environment.....
Aaffecting the whole project, a 9th. Anuary 2019 application to revoke the
EPBC approval challenges the project's planned destruction of patches of
Box-Bum Grassy Woodland, a critically endangered community overlooked in
MrkPV's earlier approval conditions is nominated by the (Planning)
Minister.....
MRPV has already illegally cleared two areas of roadside trees in "No Go
Zones" in its interim works area. One No Go Zone protects a federally listed
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vegetation community, the Grassy Eucalypt Woodland where the old tree is
located. A MRPV employee's recent affidavit about activity on an interim
works area appears to confirm this breach, stating that an "additional" 79
trees have been destroyed. Neil Marriott.
Another department is failing to protect the tall growing grasstree
Xanthorrhoea glauca, to 5 metres inWarby Ranges and the HeathcoteGraytown National Park. "it is fire sensitive.....Indeed fires often kill a
proportion of the population, particularly the tallest plants. Fires should be
kept away from these plants to enable their survival. Fortunately natural fires
are rare in this species' habitat although planned burns are a problem and
have led to loss of many plants of this species." 'Grass-trees, Fire and
Flowers' by David Cheal in Growing Australian June 2020
"(c) the adequacy and effectiveness of government programs and funding protecting and
restoring Victoria’s ecosystems; the adequacy of the legislative framework protecting
Victoria’s environment, including grasslands, forests and the marine and coastal
environment, and native species;"

Are government programs / legislation effective? We still have some
endangered redtailed black cockatoos in western Victoria although I feel that
punishing a farmer who cleared whole stands of casuarinas by insisting he
plant a hundred tubes of casuarinas that will take 10-15 years to produces
seeds for remaining redtailed black cockatoos to eat was simply a slap on his
wrist but at least you were able to get the cleared trees replaced - if they
survived. Does any government official check?
Some government employees are responsible for assessing areas of state
reserves as to suitability for loging. Some time ago in the Wombat State Park
was given for logging. The men working the machinery stopped and informed
the department that they wouldn't destroy it as they were finding small
endangered animals. A couple of years later this incident was repeated in a
logging coup in Gippsland.
Government programs of controlled burns have a variety of effects. Geoff
Evans, formerly of region 17 C.F.A. Was pleased to show an exemplary area
of Roses Gap Grampians where a cool meandering burn preserved
intermittant ground cover and habitat and "allowed animals to survive." I've
heard of no other such fuel reduction burn north of Halls Gap.
About 2012 a most nonexemplary 200 acre controlled burn along the eastern
side of Flat Rock Road left a few black sticks vertically above grey sand.
2014 a bushfire ravished 40,000 acres of the northern Grampians. One
couldn't tell which side of Flat Rock Rd had been control burnt and which had
suffered the bushfire as the controlled burn had been so severe. The severity
of the controlled burn meant that animals, insects and seed producing plants
had 2 years more restriction than the bushfire area across the road.
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Grampians' Head Ranger David Roberts statement that about the
effectiveness of that 2012 parks controlled burn can be negated by looking at
a map of the 2014 bushfire. The fire did not stop at the Halls Gap Mt. Zero
Rd or Flat Rock Rd as it came over the Mt Stapylton ridge but its edge is a
straight line at the back of Shane Beats property which fronts Dadswells
Bridge Wonwondah Rd. Why did the fire stop in a straight line along Shane's
commercial flowers? Because he used his own farm equipment to make a
fire break. That's the only reason his crops, his house and my cabins
survived.
Now after the massive Gippsland fires people are saying surviving animals
need food and shelter to be provided. It was the same complaint after a
controlled burn in Winfields Rd a few years ago that the fire was so
destructive that no hollow logs or trees or food were left for lizards and birds.
During one of the rare times when A.N.Z.A.C. Holiday was in the same week
as Easter tourism operators expected bonus full occupancy of happy holiday
takers for a week more than the autumn school break. Instead they received
worries and complaints from people who; [1] had tried to report massive
flames visible from Reids Lookout but their mobile phones didn't work; [2]
or bushwalkers who could see smoke coming over rock overhangs; [3] or
campers whose aired belongings were smoke contaminated when they
returned to camp.
I have always doubted the efficacy of controlled burns in a dry autumn after a
hot summer desicating the bush. The meandering incomplete burn is
impossible to achieve. Most controlled burns in the west of Victoria are done
in Autumn. Unless they are near Halls Gap they are many acres, up to 2,000
acres(as was the fire seen from Reids Lookout) and usually started with
incinduary devices around the edges yet I have been told by park rangers
and C.F.A. Officials that national park burns have never killed an animal! I
have been told by licensed seed collectors that after a controlled burn it is
pointless going to look for seeds. Something like 30% of Victorian bushfires
result from controlled burns becoming uncontrolled. Controlled burns have
been rostered for certain dates and have been done on those dates as was
the awful case in Western Australia where orienteering runners were injured
and the fire below Reids Lookout. In Little Desert tour operators have found
out about controlled burns when they see smoke while showing the desert to
tourists.
About 2013 a controlled burn was done a little to the north of Heatherlie
Quarry on the mountain side of the Halls Gap Mt Zero Rd. That this area was
burnt was staggering for several reasons; [i] it was like an accepted
suburban park in that it had an occaisional large tree and an occaisional bush
in a grassed area and posed no scarey fire risk; [ii] it should have been
kept as an observable scientific control area as it had never been burnt in
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"white man's history"! I know this because the Grampians park rangers
assigned it to one of my children for one of their study sites for their science
honors course.
It is a fallacy to say that parcels of Victoria must be burnt on a rotating roster
within 20 years as is governing the present system. Fauna and flora cannot
cope with such frequent burns. Some people say this system is based on
aboriginal practice. We know that when aborigines burnt areas it was to fit in
with their farming practices and not to devastate the land. We also know that
their fires were started with firesticks and designed to run in narrow lines
often to scare animals to be caught for food. Such fire farming fitted to the
appropriate season.
3. Some safeguards
As with VicRoads indifference to the intrinsic value of our ecosystems so too
are other departments. There is a lady's story of firefighters having to be
discouraged from putting a bulldozer through areas with rare species of
plants when that firebreak was just as effective 500 metres back on her bush
block south of Hamilton. When the Halls Gap Mt. Zero Rd. Was realigned to
a new Hollow Mountain car park it flattened a patch of tinsel lillies.
A dam was broken in the Grampians at the Stapylton camping ground and we
saw no dams or water for animals in the Wyperfeld National Park. The
information centre has posters saying that because of climate change water
is never expected to reach Lake Agnes or northern small lakes ever again.
Shouldn't our parks be helping compensate manmade events?
Large bushfires seem more frequent and hotter, taking longer and more effort
to put out. Too frequent for seeds to be produced as Ranger David Roberts
said about the Grampians pine. Some vocal people are crying out to remove
bushfire fuel with the removal of anything native yet experts say even mature
English oaks will ignite during our summers unless excessive amounts of
water is applied to them.
Kilmore High School is to be built in Butlers Rd. There are three 10 acre
blocks in a row. The centre block has a house where the owners have spent
years developing parkland surrounds. Either side of them the blocks are
naked for farm animals to have only grass to eat. The high school is to be
built on the occupied centre block.
The house I now live in has established beautiful rhodedendrons and
camillias. Most of Kilmore's street trees are introduced species "in keeping
with the historic town". The birds that visit my block are indian mynahs and
starlings. This is a contrast to the lemon gums in Roberts Ave Horsham and
the leucoxylenes / ironbarks behind the Horsham velodrome where the
visiting parrots are noisey and even prettier than the trees.
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We seem to have approached a situation where the small reserves of natural
teatree, ferns and grasses in places such as the Bunyip National Park and
the Broadmeadows grass reserve seem like exotic introductions to the
landscape.
When canola is in bloom it looks spectacular. Its bright yellow along highway
roadsides illustrates how introduced plants go where they are not expected; a
pity as many native plants are found only on these roadside reserves and not
in the adjoining farmers' paddocks. In Horsham Rural City Council area
people have been helped to eliminate bridal veil creeper but in Murray Rd
Diamond Creek it is rampant. Also in Diamond Creek large bush blocks were
zoned for a green buffer area. A man who cleared and terraced some of his
block was fined obviously not enough as he continued his destructive
landscaping and fencing three times.
There are two examples of departmental stream destruction. The obvious
one is ugly Moonee Ponds Creek. I doubt anything apart from slime lives in
it. A decade or two back the Wimmera Mail Times had a letter to the editor in
which a person described being a child and observing varied small wildlife in
Horsham's Burnt Creek. He compared it to the "tidied" but quiet creek it is
now.
Although Little Desert Lodge is a business it has done much to preserve the
mallee fowl and its ecosystem. When it felt it necessary to arrange a cat
shoot the responsible government department should have organized it for
them rather than protect the cats.
I had gotten the idea from "A Country Practice" that rangers cared for our
native animals but I've found out that the injured natives animals are cared for
by unfunded volunteers. When an authorised animal rescuer in a western
town is photographed inadvertantly letting a child pat a rescued native animal
she should not have had her license revoked.
Some native animals might not be endangered if we were allowed to keep
them as pets. If the argument that they would not be cared for properly was
valid then people would not now have pet budgies, cockatoos, lizards,
childrens pythons and simpsons pythons. Professor Archer has said that
quolls, our native cats, would make ideal pets as they sleep during the day
during which they don't mind being cuddled and are active at night when
workers and students are home and they eat mice.
Some of Melbourne's suburbs are green and premium such as Ringwood,
Eltham and Diamond Creek. Areas of newer residential estates will never
rival them as sort after only as rooves over heads. The green suburbs had
houses built in the bush; only enough trees were removed to build the house.
Newer estates anywhere are now terraformed; the land is scraped bare so
that not even weeds surive. How can anything native continue to exist? T.V.
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And magazine experts promote "neat" gardens with rows of matching year
round greenery. This makes me believe that government funded horticultural
courses ignore the advantages, beauty and suitability of native plants several
of which are now only available in cultivation because they are extinct or
extremely rare in the wild.
It is the paid people at the top of C.F.A. And some government officials who
are responsible for the current policy of calling some fires under control when
they are left to burn in state owned areas as happened this 2019-2020
season in Gippsland and in the week before Black Saturday. In Horsham the
Monday before Black Saturday was very hot and rated severe if not extreme.
We were told that the weather would daily get hotter until Saturday which
would be extremely hot and windy. Yet when Saturday the 7th. February
arrived the state already had 5 fires burning. In December 2019 the fires
were contained and allowed to burn in Gippsland as though with two and a
half months of summer still to come we would not experience high winds!
If our Australian Defence Forces had money spent on equiping the Air Force
with water bombers that would be available anytime during the extending fire
seasons to defend us from bushfires and save human lives and preserve
habitats, unique ecosystems, flora and fauna it would be much more useful
than spending billions of dollars on 14 submarines. The military has already
in the past been called to help Australian civilians as was seen in Katherine
floods. This year they evacuated people when roads were closed. In the
future they should do real work as well as engaging exercises.

Angela Turner

Jackie Turner
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